ABSTRACT. The purpose of this paper is to show that the Picard dimensions of a rotation-free density P and a general density Q on the punctured unit disk 0 < |s| < 1 are equal to each other if |P(z) -Q(z)\ = 0(|«|~2) as z -* 0.
elliptic equation Au = Pu, A = d2/dx2 + d2/dy2, on fi and vanishes on dû. We also denote by PPi (fl; dQ) the subclass of PP(Ü; du) consisting of functions u with the normalization u(l/2) = 1. The Choquet theorem (cf., e.g., [7] ) yields that there exists a bijective correspondence u *-* ft between the convex set PPi(Q;dQ) and the set of probability measures p on the set ex. PPi (Q; dQ) of extreme points of PPi (fl; du) such that u = I vdp(v).
Jex.PPi(Cl;dü)
Thus the set ex. PPi(fi; du) is essential for the class PPi(f2; du), and the cardinal number #(ex. PPi (fi; dQ)) of ex. PPi(f2; 3fl) is referred to as the Picard dimension of a density P on Q at the ideal boundary 6Q of fl, in short dimP, i.e. dimP = #(ex. PPi (U; dQ)).
If dim P = 1, then we say that the Picard principle is valid for P. In the study of the Picard principle the density Pq(z) = \z\~2 plays an important role. For example the Picard principle for the density P\(z) = \z\~2+x is valid if and only if A G [0, oo] [3, 4] , the Picard principle for a density P is valid if P(z) = 0(|2|~2) as z -» 0 [2] , and the Picard principle for a density Q with P(z) < Q(z) < P(z) + C\z\~2 (z e O) for a positive constant C and a rotationally invariant density P, i.e. a density P satisfying P(z) = P(|z|) (z G H), is valid if the Picard principle for P is valid [8] . The purpose of this paper is to show that the density Pq(z) also plays an important role in the study of Picard dimensions by establishing the following theorem which is more general than the above results: THEOREM 1. If P is a rotationally invariant density on O and Q is a general density ofU with
then we have dimP = dimQ.
We have seen that the range dim D of the mapping P \-* dim P from the set D of densities on fi into the set of cardinal numbers consists of all positive integers, the infinite countable cardinal number N0î and the cardinal number N of the continuum [5, 6] :
if the continuum hypothesis is postulated. In particular the range dim Pr of the set Dr of rotationally invariant densities on Q consists of 1 and K [3] :
Then the above theorem shows that the range of the set of densities Q on fi with (1) for a rotationally invariant density P on Q also consists of 1 and N. We will recall in §1 the proof of (3) according to Nakai [3] and prove Theorem 1 in §3 by using the fundamental properties of "Martin kernels" for rotationally invariant densities P on fl with dimP = N given in § §1 and 2.
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1. Picard dimensions of rotationally invariant densities. 1. Consider a rotationally invariant density P on H. The unique bounded solution ev of Au = Pu on H with boundary values 1 on dfl is referred to as the P-unit on fi. We also consider rotationally invariant densities Pn (n = 0,1,... ) on Q defined by Pn(z) = P(z) + n2\z\~2 (z E f2) and denote by en the Pn-unit on fi, where we follow the convention Po = P and e0 = ep. Then en is positive and rotationally invariant on fi and the function en(r) of r in ( which is referred to as the nth singularity index of P at <5f2. In particular, we denote by a(P) the first singularity index Qi(P) and call it simply the singularity index of P at ÓT2. Then we have the following fundamental inequality [3] :
(4) 0 < «(P)'3"-1^2 <an(P) <a(P)n<l (n = l,2,...).
We also have the monotoneity of singularity indices [1] : for another rotationally invariant density R on f2 (5) 2. We denote by Gp(z, c) the P-Green's function on Q, i.e. the Green's function on O with respect to Au = Pu, and consider the function LP(z,ç) = ^f (z,çeu).
In the case that a(P) = 0 the function Lp(z, ç) of z converges to a minimal function Lp(z) in PP(Q; dû) -{0} as c -► 0 uniformly on every compact subset of fî, and hence we have ex.PPi(n;<3n) = PPi(Q;dn) = {Lp(z)/LP(l/2)}.
In the case that a(P) > 0 the function LP(z, c) of z converges to a minimal function Lp(z,a) (o E [0, 2tt)) in PP(Ü; dU) -{0} as |c| -» 0 and arge -► a uniformly on every compact subset of fi. Furthermore, minimal functions Lp(z,a) are pairwise nonproportional, and
where we remark that
Lp(z,0) = Lp(z,0) (zEQ).
We then have the following characterization [3] : dimP=l + a(P)N. and hence LP(z,0) >Lp(z,ct + t)
for any z in ûa^T. Since a < r, the point ré1" (r E (0,1)) is contained in 0CTjT. Setting z -re%a in the above inequality, and using (6) yields Lp(rexa,0) > Lp(re~",0).
Thus we obtain by (7) 3. Proof of Theorem 1. 1. As a special case of condition (1) we assume in § §3.1-3.3 that a rotationally invariant density P on O and a general density Q on Í] satisfy P(z) < Q(z) < P(z) + C\z\-2 (zEU)
for a positive constant C. When a(P) = 0 it was shown in [8] that dimP = dim<2 = 1. We therefore also assume in § §3.1-3.3 that a(P) > 0. Then we show in §3.3 that dimQ > N0 by using auxiliary results in § §3.1-3.2. The proof of Theorem 1 will then be completed in §3.4.
Take an integer k with k2 > C and consider the rotationally invariant density R = Pk on fi, where as before The above first and second properties are trivial and the last property (11) can be proved as follows: Let ç* be any ideal boundary point in r(<r) and let {Cn}ï° be a corresponding sequence in fi as above. Then Kq(z, çn) converges to the Q-Martin kernel Kq(z, ç*) with pole at c* as n -» oo uniformly on every compact subset of fi and eR(çn)/ep(çn) converges to ctk(P) as n -♦ oo. Further LR(z,çn) converges to LR(z,a) as n -► oo uniformly on every compact subset of fi since a(R) > 0 by (5) . Therefore by ( Thus we obtain by (6) gCj,p(,^)=|CjLp(,e-W.fci).) = £p(|.|) = f>,Lp(.,fcÍ) y=i v ' j=i
